We extend the self-organizing approach for annotation of a bacterial genome to analyzing the raw sequencing data of the human gut metagenome without sequence assembling. The original approach divides the genomic sequence of a bacterium into non-overlapping segments of equal length and assigns to each segment one of seven 'phases', among which one is for the noncoding regions, three for the direct coding regions to indicate the three possible codon positions of the segment starting site, and three for the reverse coding regions. The noncoding phase and the six coding phases are described by two frequency tables of the 64 triplet types or 'codon usages'. A set of codon usages can be used to update the phase assignment and vice versa. After an initialization of phase assignment or codon usage tables, an iteration leads to a convergent phase assignment to give an annotation of the genome. In the extension of the approach to a metagenome, we consider a mixture model of a number of categories of genomes. The Illumina Genome Analyzer sequencing data of the total DNA from faecal samples are then examined to understand the diversity of the human gut microbiome.
INTRODUCTION
The majority of microbes in our body resides in the gut. They are crucial for human life. Metagenomic sequencing is a powerful tool for analyzing the diversity of bacterial populations in various environments [1] . Targeted sequencing of 16S ribosomal RNA gene (rRNA) revealed that two bacterial divisions, the Bacteroidetes and the Firmicutes, constitute over 90% of the known phylogenetic categories and dominate the distal gut microbiota [2] . Substantial diversity of the gut microbiome is seen between individuals, with infants in particular [3] . Changes of gut microbiome may be associated with bowel diseases and obesity [4, 5] . A shift towards Firmicutes can be observed in obese individuals. The ratio between Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes dynamically reflects the overall weight condition of an individual.
Reductions in sequencing costs allow wider scale surveys by shotgun-sequencing an entire bacterial population in the human gastro-intestinal tract [6, 7] . The Illumina-based gut metagenome sequencing of 124 individuals from Denmark and Spain generated a 576.7 Gb sequence, from which assembly and characterization of 3.3 million nonredundant microbial ORFs were derived. The ORF set probably covers most of the prevalent human intestinal microbial genes. The gene pool is largely shared among individuals of the cohort, which includes healthy, overweight and obese individuals, as well as inflammatory disease patients.
At least 80% of 3.3M ORFs map to the 0.32M genes (target genes) of the 89 frequent reference microbial *Address correspondence to this author at the Beijing Genomics Institute, Shenzhen (BGI-SZ), Shenzhen 518083, China; Tel: 86-10-62541820; Fax: 86-10-62562587; E-mail: zhengwm@genomics.org.cn genomes in the human gut. When aligning reads onto a nonredundant set of 650 sequenced bacterial and archaeal genomes representative of 932 publicly available genomes, at a 1% coverage (~40 kb for a typical gut bacterial genome), 18 species are detected in all individuals, and 75 in half of the individuals.
Bacterial populations generally consist of an un-even mixture of organisms. The uneven level of coverage renders useless many statistical approaches. New algorithms are therefore necessary to deal with the sequence data of such mixed populations.
A deep sequencing of the total DNA from faecal samples of 77 Asian (Han) adults has been conducted in BGI, Shenzhen, from which 0.2Tb of sequence data were generated. In this paper we extend the self-organizing approach for annotation of a bacterial genome to the analysis of the raw data of the gut meta-genome without sequence assembling. The original approach divides the genomic sequence of a bacterium into non-overlapping segments of equal length and assigns each segment to one of the seven 'phases', among which one is for the noncoding regions, three for the direct coding regions to indicate the three possible codon positions of the segment starting site, and three for the reverse coding regions. The noncoding phase and the six coding phases are described by two frequency tables of the 64 triplet types or 'codon usages'. A set of codon usages can be used to update the phase assignment and vice versa. After an initialization of phase assignment or codon usage tables, an iteration leads to a convergent phase assignment to give an annotation of the genome. The extension of the approach to a meta-genome is to consider a mixture model of a number of categories of genomes. The Illumina Genome Analyzer sequencing data of the total DNA from faecal samples are then examined to understand the diversity of the human gut microbiome.
SELF-ORGANIZING APPROACH FOR R. PROWAZEKII GENOME
Genome annotation by statistical methods is based on various statistical models of genomic sequences, one of the most popular being the inhomogeneous, three-period Markov chain model for protein-coding regions with an ordinary Markov model for noncoding regions [8, 9] . The 'codon usage' model discussed here is the independent random chain model of non-overlapping triplets, and corresponds to an inhomogeneous Markov model of order 2 [10] . Most of the current computer methods for locating genes require some prior knowledge of statistical properties of the genome sequence, particularly codon frequencies, from a sizable training set. An automatic modeling procedure to partition genome sequences into coding and non-coding segments is desirable [11] . Such a procedure using the codon usage measure can be proposed as follows [12] . To be explicit, we take Rickettsia prowazekii genome as an example. (Its size is about 1.11 Mb.) We first divide the genome sequence into non-overlapping windows with length being a multiple of 3, say 99. Roughly speaking, we may classify these windows into seven categories or 'phases'. The first one (phase 0) consists of those windows falling in non-coding regions. The windows belonging to the other six fall in coding regions, either direct (phases 1 --3) or reverse (phases 4 --6). We assign their phases according to the codon position of their first nucleotide (site). For example, the phase of a direct coding window 
where P(W | ) is the probability for W at phase  , or infer the probability for W to have phase  as
where P() is a prior probability for phase  .
At the beginning, we are given an unannotated genome sequence, and we know neither the two tables, nor the phases of windows. Initially, we assign the windows in an arbitrary way, either randomly or periodically, to seven phases. (This will imply that the proportion of each phase is even.) We may then estimate the two tables. Using the tables, the probabilities of seven phases are calculated for each window. According to which of the seven probabilities is the largest, the phase assignment of each window is updated. We then repeat the iteration until a convergent assignment of windows is reached. The convergence is rather fast. Compared with the known annotation of the genome, the accuracy rate for window phases to be correctly identified is 85.4%. The flowchart of the approach is shown in Fig. (1) . We may as well start the iteration by initializing the two frequency tables. A simple way to do this is to extract the tables using an annotated genome, say that of Escherichia coli. This is also shown in the figure.
Shifting all the windows by three nucleotides, we again repeat the iteration to obtain a new convergent phase assignment. Repetition of 32 such shifts covers the window width. In this way, we obtain 33 phase assignments for every triplet (except for a few triplets at the two ends). The triplets with the 33 identical assignments cover 57.4% of the genome, and the accuracy rate reaches 98.3%.
We have examined the above self-organizing approach for the independent triplet model on several prokaryotic genomes. Its effectiveness has been verified.
We introduce the following measure for the distance between two distributions and q p 
(which is the leading term of the Kullback-Leibler distance when expanded around ). For convenience, here we multiply by 32, and use . The distance between the noncoding and coding table estimated from the annotated E. coli genome is 9.24, while the distance between the predicted coding distribution and the one extracted from the known annotation is less than 0.15.
SELF-ORGANIZING APPROACH FOR THE HUMAN GUT METAGENOME
Deep metagenomic sequencing provides the opportunity to explore the existence of a common set of microbial species in the human gut metagenome, as well as the variability in an abundance of microbial species across individuals. The Illumina Genome Analyzer (GA) technology has been used to perform deep sequencing of the total DNA from faecal samples of 77 Han Chinese adults, including 38 normal and 39 diabetic samples, in BGI, Shenzhen. The read length is 90 bp. The number of reads of each sample is between 16M and 46M with the mean being 31M (except for one sample of 8M reads). Diabetic sample DLF014 and normal sample NLF008, both containing 30 M reads, are chosen for a thorough inspection on the selforganizing approach in our study of the human gut metagenome. The remaining 75 samples are used for further testing the utility of the approach.
Gut flora is the largest reservoir of human microbiota. Somewhere between 300 and 1000 different species live in the gut. It is almost a hopeless task to investigate each species of the metagenome from the sequencing data. A recent study claimed that bacterial ecosystems divide individuals into three groups [13, 14] . In many cases, some general characteristics of the metagenome should play an important role. We shall regard a metagenome as a mixture of finite number of submicrobiota or coarse categories. The total number of parameters for a mixture model of k categories is [(64 
k , where we have required that all the six coding phases have the same fraction, and the number of independent phase fractions is then only instead of  1 = 6 . Taking advantage of the minimal number of parameters to reduce the interference of meta-optimal solutions, we shall first consider the simplest case of k = 1 . Since the contrast between coding and noncoding regions is extraordinary, even this simple model is still informative, and also helpful for further refined modeling.
Single-category Model
In this model the whole metagenome is viewed as if it were just a single genome. We are facing short reads instead of an assembled long genomic sequence. To initiate the selforganizing iteration, we may either randomly assign a phase to each read, or use some reasonable tables of triplet frequencies. For the latter, we may extract such tables from a known genome. A good candidate could be a typical genome of species present in the gut flora. We have extracted the tables of Escherichia coli, Bacteroides vulgatus, and Firmicutes ruminococcus from their genomes. The distribution distances between their tables are listed in Table 1 . It is clear that any coding tables differ notably from noncoding ones, and different species show their diversity mainly in their coding tables.
D
We test sample DLF014 for the initialization with the three sets of extracted tables and two random assignments of the read phase. For the convergence criterion we require that the distance between two successive iterations for each table should be less than 0.05 (which is about one tenth of the smallest distance listed in Table 1 ). It takes only four iterations for an initialization using tables extracted from either of the three genomes to obtain convergence while it takes ten iterations for initializations using random phase assignment. As an example, the convergence of iterations after two initializations for DLF014 is shown in Fig. (2) .
The five different initializations all lead nearly to a single solution. The difference between solutions using known tables and random phases, measured in the distribution distance , is about for coding tables and 0.0 for noncoding tables; the coincidence rate of their final read phase assignments is .
(If the requirement that the score of the inferred phase should be at least twice that of other phases is considered, the rate of coincidence becomes one percent higher, and the coverage is above 97.3%). The difference between solutions using known tables of various genomes is notably smaller than the difference from the solutions using random initializations; the coincidence rate of their final read phase assignments is above 0.
. Thus, even the single-category model for metagenomes is meaningful in telling the difference between coding and noncoding reads. The proportions of reads assigned to the six coding phases are rather even ( 988 0.118 0.007  ). By taking the initialization with the tables of E. coli as a representative, the distances of the convergent tables from those of the three known genomes are also listed in Table 1 . The GC contents Fig. (2) . The convergence of the distribution distance in iterations for sample DLF014 when a random phase assignment (R) or the triplet frequency tables of B. vulgatus (B) are used for initialization. A parallel test has been conducted also on sample NLF008. The results are similar, but the convergent solutions using different initializations are even closer, and the coincidence rates of phases are higher. The corresponence of tables between samples NLF008 and DLF014 is evident. The distances related to the two samples are also listed in Table 1 . Thus, the two samples share similar 'codon usages'.
Two-category Model
A straightforward way to extend the single-category model to a multi-category model is to consider a mixture model, in which the probability of sequence W is
where  indicates the composite category or component, and   the phase viewed in the category. We denote the maximal term in the summation:
he log-likelihood L =  log P(W ) serves as the 
(6) We have seen in the above that the difference betw y een an two noncoding tables is generally much smaller than that between a coding and a noncoding table, so an alternative model is to consider six phases (other than the 0) instead of seven and regard all noncoding reads (phase 0) as a new independent category (  = 0 ). With the only modification that no phase assignment is for tables extracted from two known genomes, say E. coli and B. vulgatus. As for the 1n2c model, the noncoding table may be taken to be that of either genome (or that combining both of them). To be least dependent on any knowledge (which could be a source introducing bias), another initialization uses random assignment of categories and phases. A more efficient way for doing this is to consider the following 'entropic clustering' [15] . We start with those reads identified as phase 1 in the above single-category model. Splitting the set of sequences into two subsets or clusters we can calculate two triplet tables, and then update the cluster assignment. This procedure of iteration is similar to the selforganizing approach, but even simpler.
We first investigate the 2n2c model using the tables of E. coli and B. vulgatus. The iteration converges after four steps using the criterion that for every table the distance between two successive steps falls within 0.05. The convergent tables are denoted as EB-1c, EB-1n for category 1, and EB-2c, EB-2n for category 2, with c being for coding and n for noncoding. We then conduct a similar scrutiny using the tables of F. ruminococcus and B. vulgatus. The convergent tables are marked with FB. The tables of EB and FB are very close, and the comparison is given in Table  2 . We further combine the two noncoding tables EB-1n and EB-2n (by taking the average with their fractions being weights) as one table, which is then used together with EB1c and EB-2c to train the 1n2c model. The convergent tables of the 1n2c model are denoted by EB ' -1c, EB ' -2c, and EB ' -n. The comparison between the 1n2c and 2n2c models is also given in Table 2 . The coincidence rate in the coding phase assignment between the 1n2c and 2n2c models is 95.9%. In fact, the coding phase assignment is rather robust. Even between the 1n1c and 1n2c models the coincidence rate in the coding phase assignment is still as high as 88.7%. The coding fractions belonging to EB ' -1c and EB ' -2c are 0.39 and 0.51. The GC content of non-coding EB ' -n, and coding EB ' -1c, EB ' -2c are 0.32, and 0.59, 0.44, respectively.
To avoid any risk of bias, starting with the convergent tables of the 1n1c model, we continue training for the 1n2c model. The single noncoding table is ready for use. Since the coding phase assignment is steady, we use the entropic clustering approach to simply split annotated coding reads into two clusters without changing their phases assigned in the 1n1c model, and then obtain a coding table from each cluster. The purpose of the entropic clustering here is only to obtain two initial coding tables. We then may use either the whole set of coding reads, or more efficiently use only a subset, say reads of a given phase. The convergent tables are indicated with R for the clustering of the whole set and R ' for that of a subset. The comparison between their tables and the above EB ' tables is given in Table 3 .
A parallel scrutiny has been conducted also on sample NLF008. However, it is much more efficient to use a set of the tables for the 1n2c model trained on sample DLF014 as input for building up the 1c2n model on sample NLF008. There is no significant difference between the solutions of the two approaches. The correspondence between the tables of NLF008 and DLF014 is easily recognizable. Thus, as in the coarser 1n1c model, the two samples still share similar 'codon usages' under the 1n2c model. The fractions of R-n 0.00
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Combining samples DLF014 and NLF008, and using the 1n2c tables of sample DLF014 as input, we have trained a common set of tables for annotating both samples. The comparison between tables of three 1n2c models trained on sample DLF014 (D), on sample NLF008 (N), and on their combination (DN) is given in Table 4 , where in the last column the fractions are identified by the corresponding frequency tables.
Three-category 1n3c Model
We shall focus only on the 1n3c model. A primitive survey shows that the tables of E. coli, B. vulgatus and F. ruminococcus are not appropriate for the training of the 1n3c model. We start with the tables obtained by training the 1n1c model, and split the single coding table 1c into three tables by the entropic clustering approach. In the three runs of random initializations (marked as R a , R b , and R c , respectively) we use all the reads annotated as coding, those annotated as phase 1, and those of phase 4 of the model 1n1c, then carry out the entropic clustering to establish three coding tables in each run, and examine the sensitivity of solutions to the initial conditions. The comparison between them is given in Table 5 . It is seen that the three solutions are very close (although R b is a little less close to R a and R c in their third coding table, R a and R c are almost identical). 
Annotating Samples with Trained Triplet Tables
For the 1n2c model we have obtained three sets of tables, one by using sample DLF014 (D), another using NLF008 (N), and the third (DN) by combining D and N. We scan the 77 samples for the fractions of the two coding types with these three sets of tables. The cumulated number of samples with their fractions belonging to 1c not greater than a given value is shown in Fig. (3) . It is seen that the diabetic samples tend to have a high fraction of 1c (or a low fraction of 2c). Since the three sets of triplet frequency tables are quite close to each other, the differences in the annotated fractions are not significant. In fact, the three fraction annotations are highly correlated (with a correlation coefficient r ~ 99%). We have also scanned the 77 samples for the fractions of the three coding types with the tables of the 1n3c model trained on sample DLF014. The result is shown in Fig. (4) , where a sample is represented by a point inside an equilateral triangle, and the distance from the point to the side 1 (2, or 3) gives its fraction of coding type 1c (2c, or 3c). It is seen that the diabetic samples tend to have a low fraction of 1c.
By noticing that coding table 1c of the 1n3c model is rather  close to table 2c of model 1n2c ( ), this is consistent with the annotation by model 1n2c. The 77 samples carry a label of 'lean' or 'obese'. The relation between this label and the annotation is shown in Fig. (5) .
Two species of Roseburia (R. intestinalis and R. inulinivorans) were found to be enriched in nondiabetic individuals. They are close relatives of Firmicutes, and belong to the traditionally studied butyrate-producing bacteria [6] . Using the coding table of Roseburia intestinalis genome, we scan the 77 samples. With the 25% quantile value of the simulated likelihood distribution taken as the threshold, the cumulated number of samples as a function of the annotated fraction is shown in Fig. (6) .
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Most of the prevalent human intestinal microbial genes have been identified by assembling from the Illumina-based gut metagenome sequencing data. However, the sequence assembly is computationally costly. Furthermore, the human gut metagenome is an uneven mixture of organisms. This Fig. (4) . Annotation of the 77 samples with the frequency tables of the 1n3c model trained on sample DLF014. A sample is represented by a point inside the equilateral triangle, and the distance from the point to the side marked 1 (2, or 3) gives its fraction of coding type 1c (2c, or 3c), respectively.
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Non−diabetic makes many statistical approaches useless when dealing with the sequence data of such mixed populations. In many cases, knowing some general characteristics of the metagenome could be more important than knowing individual genes therein. Our self-organizing approach for the human gut metagenome without requiring assembling meets such needs.
In the simplest model (1n1c) the whole metagenome is viewed as if it were a genome of a single organism. Even this unrealistic model is still useful since it is relatively easy to infer the coding phase of reads, while the phase annotation of the 1n1c model can be useful. At least we may use the phase information to pick out the reads of a single phase for sequence assembling. In some ideal cases, the phase information can even be used to infer the order of several 'unitigs'.
The approaches to use the 'codon usages' is a supplement to other methods. It might be useful in detecting changes in the metagenome composition [16] . When we are interested in a specific species in a metagenome, we may scan the sequencing reads of the metagenome with its codon usages for concentrating the relevant reads and even for extracting some qualitative information about the species.
According to the self-organizing approach, the fractions of the six coding phases should be fairly even. Since the direction of the reads is unknown, there should be some symmetry in the noncoding triplet frequencies, i.e. the frequencies for the two triplets in the Crick-Watson pair should be very close. A key issue for the self-organizing approach is to avoid the sensitivity of solutions on the initial conditions. The simpler the model, the less the risk to be trapped in an unwanted solution. Our reduced models have been carefully designed, and their sensitivity to the initial conditions checked.
Our initial investigations on the human gut metagenome show that normal and diabetic individuals share, to a large extent, common general characteristics in their gut metagenomes. However, we do see some diversity in a few samples of obese individuals. For example, in the annotation of samples with coding tables of the 1n2c model, diabetic samples tend to have a high fraction of 1c. Our observations agree with the results obtained based on sequence assembling [17] . So far, the results obtained are very preliminary; further study is in progress.
